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Press Release 

speedikon FM AG receives funding from the Hessian State 

Chancellery for pioneering Chat4BI project 

speedikon FM AG has received funding from the Hessian State Chancellery for its "Chat4BI" 

project, where they will develop a chatbot for the secure use of artificial intelligence (AI) in 

companies. In collaboration with the AI consulting firm Innomatik, prototypes are to be 

developed that enable users to access company data using natural language. The project aims 

to set new standards in the integration of AI.

 

Bensheim, Germany, December 11, 2023 – The software provider speedikon FM AG 

announces that its project “Chat4BI - Chatbot for Business Intelligence” has been classified 

as eligible for funding by the Hessian State Chancellery. The groundbreaking project, which 

is supported by the Distr@l funding program of the Digital Hessen department, aims to 

identify secure and reliable applications for IAi in the form of a chatbot for sensitive company 

data. 

In cooperation with the experienced team at the AI consulting firm Innomatik, speedikon FM 

AG is planning to develop joint prototypes in the coming year. The aim is to enable users to 

access database information via natural language input in the future. A possible first 

prototype could, for example, be queries regarding the number of free workstations on the 

individual floors of an office building. This approach  
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enables users to retrieve the information they need in a simple and intuitive way, as they are 

used to from familiar chat applications. 

“Thanks to the support of the funding program Distr@l under the Hessian State Chancellery, 

we are taking an important step towards not only a more secure, but also a more efficient 

use of AI in companies via natural language,” says Adrian Merkel, CEO of speedikon FM AG. 

The German company is looking forward to setting new standards in the integration of AI in 

companies through the upcoming cooperation with Innomatik and the Chat4BI project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Innomatik 

Innomatik AG, headquartered in Bensheim, Germany, is a prominent company specializing in digital 

transformation. Leveraging its profound knowledge and diverse expertise in cutting-edge technologies like 

virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), robotics, and artificial intelligence (AI), Innomatik AG provides 

precise consultancy services and customized training to assist businesses effectively throughout their digital 

transformation initiatives. www.innomatik.com  

 

About speedikon FM AG 

speedikon FM AG is a pioneering software company that specializes in the digitalization of technical and 

commercial processes within buildings, data centers, and industrial plants. Since 1997, our company has been 

providing not just products, solutions, and technologies, but also a comprehensive range of services that 

empower our customers to optimize their asset-related business operations. Our team at speedikon FM AG 

possesses extensive expertise in handling vast amounts of data, complex databases, and seamless integration 

with existing software and hardware solutions. For additional information, please visit our website at 

www.speedikonfm.com.  
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